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Ø Companionship…in the suffering

Hebrews 5:7-8
 
A nearness in the darkness that’s often not experienced in the l ight.
 
“It means he moved from being untested to being tested and proven. He moved from
obeying without any suffering to obeying through unspeakable suffering. It means
that the gold of his natural purity was put in the crucible and melted down with
white-hot pain, so that he could learn from experience what suffering is and prove
that his purity would persevere.” – John Piper
 
Our Savior-King doesn’t stand outside the arena, with clean hands and a nicely
pressed robe. He climbed into the arena, got in the middle of the mess, and left with
blood all  over him.

Ø Change…by the suffering

Pain is directional, it draws our attention to stuff that needs to change.
 
“Wise people adjust to truth when it comes to them.” – Henry Cloud
 
self-infl icted/others-inflicted wilderness
 

- If I keep going on the road that I’m on, where does it lead?
- What has my response to the pain revealed about me?
- Where do I hear God call ing out to me? Awakening me?

Ø Abandonment…through the suffering

abandon God vs. abandon yourself to God
 
Removing God from the discussion doesn’t solve the issue.
 
“The universe that we observe has precisely the properties we should expect if there is,
at bottom, no design, no purpose, no evil, no good, nothing but piti less indifference.”
                                                                                                                               – Richard Dawkins
 
“We are just an advanced breed of monkeys on a minor planet of a very average star.”
                                                                                                                               – Stephen Hawking
 
2 Corinthians 12:7-10
 
Mystery isn’t the absence of meaning, but the presence of more meaning than we can
comprehend.
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